PRIMEX LOGSTOMPER XTREME

IMPROVED BEADS
MAKE THE BEST
EVEN BETTER.

NOT JUST A BUNDLE OF WIRE
Today's loggers—and their skidder tires—are under more stress than ever. Bigger loads. More lateral motion.
And more pressure to keep loads moving...fast.
That all puts unimaginable pressure on the bead of a skidder tire. That bundle of steel cables has to put up
with the torque of the biggest, meanest machines in the forest. It has to maintain its grip on the steel rim while
lifting trees, skidding tons of logs, and slamming into rocks and stumps.
That's not just a bundle of wire. It's high technology and pure power, and we've taken them both to a new level
in the new bead package for the Primex Logstomper Xtreme.

DUAL BEAD
For extra grip

UNIQUE BEAD WRAPPING PROCESS
Eliminates “wild wire”

NEW MANUFACTURING PROCESS
Builds thicker bead reinforcement

HEAVY-DUTY REINFORCEMENT COMPOUND
Resists friction and shelling

MODIFIED BEAD ANGLE
Improves seating and grip

To get the best performance from your Logstomper Xtreme bead package, operate the tires nearest the load—
rear tires on skidders, front tires on cutters—at 45 psi. Then you're locked and loaded...and ready for action.

VISIT YOKOHAMA-OHT.COM FOR DETAILED LOAD AND PRESSURE TABLES
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Contact Yokohama Off-Highway Tires America, Inc. at (800) 343-3276 or (339) 900-8080 for your nearest Yokohama OHT Tire Dealer.
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